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ABSTRACT 
The calculus of generalized inverses and related concepts in matrix algebra is 
applied to the general restricted maximum likelihood problem. Some new results on 
g-inverses, Kronecker products, and matrix differentials are presented. For the re- 
stricted maximum likelihood problem we obtain generalizations of the well-known 
results of Aitchison and Silvey [l]. W e use the approach recently developed by 
Heijmans and Magnus [13, 141 to allow for non-i.i.d. observations. A nonlinear 
seemingly unrelated regressions model with possibly singular covariance matrix and 
linear restrictions (NLSURSR) is analyzed, and the linear expenditure system (LES) is 
discussed as a special case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper intends to show how the calculus of generalized inverses and 
related topics in linear algebra can be usefully applied to the general 
nonlinear problem of restricted maximum likelihood estimation. The well- 
known results of Aitchison and Silvey [I] are generalized to deal properly 
with loss of rank in the bordered information matrix, while the assumption of 
independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations is replaced by the 
much more general assumptions of Heijmans and Magnus [13]. 
As an application, we study the general nonlinear seemingly unrelated 
regressions model with possibly singular covariance matrix and linear restric- 
*Part of the research for this paper was done in the summer of 1983, while I enjoyed the 
kind hospitality of the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in Laxenburg. The 
final revision was written during my stay at the University of Pennsylvania. 
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tions (NLSURSR). The asymptotic covariance matrix of the restricted ML 
estimators and Lagrangian multipliers is derived, as well as an iterative 
computational scheme based on a generalized method of scoring. The linear 
expenditure system (LES) [29] serves as a concrete example of an NLSURSR 
model. 
Due to space constraints, all theorems are stated without proof.’ Section 2 
gives some new results on generalized inverses and matrix differentials. The 
general framework for restricted maximum likelihood estimation is discussed 
in Section 3, focusing on the asymptotic covariance matrix of the restricted 
ML estimator and on iterative solution schemes for the first order conditions. 
As a special feature we allow for locally dependent restrictions on the 
parameters, which proves useful in the applications. 
The NLSURSR model is studied in Section 4, which concludes with a 
discussion of the LES as a special case. The way in which the symmetry (and 
singularity) constraints on the covariance matrix are treated is new: they are 
not used to eliminate a subset of the parameters (or equations), but instead 
they are explicitly incorporated in the restricted ML problem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
With a few obvious exceptions in later sections, uppercase characters 
denote matrices and lowercase characters denote column vectors or scalars. 
Primes indicate transposition. 
The vet operator transforms an arbitrary matrix into a column vector by 
stacking its columns. The commutation matrix K,,,, is the unique (mn, mn) 
matrix which for arbitrary (m, n) matrix A satisfies 
K ,,vecA=vecA’. (2.1) 
This matrix is extensively studied in Magnus and Neudecker [16]. The 
symmetric and orthogonal (n2, n”) matrix K,, is also written K,. 
The Moore-Penrose inverse is indicated by a superfix +. For its proper- 
ties, see e.g. [6, 231. With 8 for the Kronecker product [22, p. 291, we will 
use the following theorem. 
‘Proofs are available from the author on request 
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z,z- (I;J+( ‘;,-n) = ;(Z”z + K,)[(Z, - A+A)@(Z, - A+A)]. 
(2.2) 
In restricted maximum likelihood estimation a central role is played by the 
bordered information matrix which has the form 
(2.3) 
with B symmetric and nonnegative definite. The matrix (2.3) was extensively 
studied by Rao [22, Section 4i.11. He derived, inter alia, a formula for a 
generalized inverse of (2.3). Here we give a useful expression for the Moore- 
Penrose inverse. 
THEOREM 2.2. The Moore-Penrose inverse of (2.3) is given by 
i 
P (I - PB)G+ 
(G+)‘(Z - BP) 1 -(G+)‘(B-BPB)G+ ’ 
(2.4) 
where P = [(I - G+ G) B( Z - G’ G)] +. An equivalent expression for P is 
(B+G’G)+-(B+G’G)+G’[G(B+G’G)+G’]-G(B+G’G)+, 
(2.5) 
and if B is nonsingular, we have, writing Q for the SE submatrix in (2.4), 
P= B-l- B-~G’[GB-~G’] -GB-’ and Q= - [GB-‘G’]+, 
(2.6) 
minus signs indicating any choice of generalized inverse. 
A collection of appropriate propositions on matrix derivatives is provided 
in Dhrymes [Q]. Mainly for notational convenience, we use differentials 
instead of derivatives. For details on matrix differentials and related results, 
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see Neudecker [19, 201. If X is a continuously differentiable square matrix 
function, then ai points where X is nonsingula; we have 
d 1ogabsIXI = traceX_‘clX, 
and 
(2.7) 
dx-’ = - x-‘(dx)x~‘. 
A generalization of (2.8) to (m, n) matrices X of locally 
given by Golub and Pereyra [ 1 l] : 
(2.8) 
constant rank2 was 
dX+ = - X+(dX)X+ +(z - X’X)(dX~)(XX~)’ 
+(xtx)+(dX’)(z-XX’). (2.9) 
A generalization of (2.7) to arbitrary (m, n) matrices X is given in Theorem 
2.3, which as far as we know is new. It is based on the singular value 
decomposition, e.g. [22, p. 421. 
THEOREM 2.3. For any continuously differentiable (m, n) matrix func- 
tion X, we have at points where rank X = r 
d log n h,(X) = traceX+ dX, 
i=l 
(2.10) 
where X,(X) denote the r largest singular values of X. 
In contrast to (2.9), (2.10) does not require a locally constant rank 
assumption. Note, however, that r is fixed at the rank in the point of 
differentiation. 
3. RESTRICTED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
3.1. The Bordered ZnfoTmation Matrix 
Let j&(0) denote the loglikelihood of a parameter vector 8 for a sample 
of size T from a true model which has unknown parameter value 0,. We 
know that 0, satisfies a set of restrictions g(B) = 0. The restricted maximum 
likelihood problem is 
m=&(e) subject to g( 6) = 0. (3.1.1) 
‘The matrix function X(n) has locally constant rank in a0 if rank X(a) = rank X( a0 ) for all 
a in some open neighborhood of (Y”. 
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This is not the place to study sufficient conditions for the existence and 
consistency of a solution 8r. For the case of i.i.d. observations (where L, 
decomposes into a sum of T similar terms) a rigorous treatment was given by 
Aitchison and Silvey [l], along the lines due to Cramer [7]. A different 
approach originated with Wald [30], and was recently followed by Heijmans 
and Magnus [13] for the case of non-i.i.d. normal observations, which is very 
common in applications. They do not, however, include restrictions on the 
parameter vector. We will follow the analysis of their later paper [14] to 
derive the appropriate generalization of the well-known result on asymptotic 
distributions due to Aitchison and Silvey [l]. 
Let us assume, then, that a restricted ML estimator 8T exists asymptoti- 
cally almost surely, and is strongly consistent. Furthermore, assume that the 
loglikelihood L,(B) is (everywhere) twice continuously differentiable with 
row vector of first order derivatives Z;(e) = ilL,(8)/&3 and Hessian matrix 
Hr(fI) = d2L,(d)/&l de’, and that the vector function g is continuously 
differentiable with Jacobian matrix G(B) = ag(e)/N. Then the first order 
conditions for the restricted maximum likelihood problem (3.1.1) read 
Z;(B)-XG(B)=O and g(B)=o, (3.1.2) 
where h denotes a vector of Lagrangian multipliers. The information matrix is 
E&(B) = - EH,(O), and, assuming that the limit exists, we define 
B(e) = rlimm T-‘B,(B). (3.1.3) 
Four further assumptions are needed [14, p. 61: 
(i) we have the limit 
T- l”ZT( 8,) - ‘nlaw N(o, qe,)), 
T-+CC 
(3.1.4) 
(ii) we have the limit 
Tpljz T-‘H,(O,) = - B(e,), (3.1.5) 
(iii) for every (Y > 0, there exists an r~ > 0 such that 
sup IHTij(@) - NTij@a) I> (Y = 0 (3.1.6) 
I@ - O,I< 9 1 
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for all elements (i, j) of the Hessian H,, and 
(iv) the ‘I bordered information matrix” 
B*(B) = R(8) G’(8) 
G(e) 0 
(3.1.7) 
has full rank in 8,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the above assumptions, the restricted ML estimator 
8, and its associated vector of Lagrangian multipliers x, are asymptotically 
simultaneously normally distributed; more precisely, 
(3.1.8) 
where 
P= [(I-G+G)B(Z-G+G)]+ evaluated in 8,) (3.1.9) 
and 
R = (G+)‘(B - BF’B)G+ evaluated in 19~. (3.1.10) 
The result (3.1.9) was also derived by Don [lo, p. 3871, using a matrix 
identity and a result due to Rothenberg 1271. The latter, however, provides no 
rigorous proofs.3 For the role and applicability of the assumptions made here, 
see Heijmans and Magnus [13, 141. In Section 3.2 we will focus on the full 
rank assumption (iv), and state some results for the case of a singular bordered 
information matrix. 
3.2. Identification and the Rank Assumption 
In order to discuss the consequences of a singular bordered information 
matrix, we need the assumption4 that 
G(B) and (B(d)iG’(B)) havelocallyconstant rankin 8,. (3.2.1) 
“It was pointed out by a referee that for nonsingular B (3.1.9), or rather (2.6), readily follows 
from the conditional asymptotic distribution of the unrestricted estimator. Rothenberg [27] gives 
(2.5) for B + G’G nonsingular. 
4For an analysis of identification and asymptotic distributions under locally nonconstant 
rank, see Sargan [28]. 
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Then 6, is locally identified if and only if [26, p. 5811 
(B( &)iG’( (3,)) has full row rank. (3.2.2) 
For 6, close to 0,, i.e. asymptotically almost surely, the first order conditions 
(3.1.2) yield a unique solution in the Lagrangian multipliers X if and only if 
G( 0,) has full row rank. (3.2.3) 
According to Rao [22, p. 2961 we have 
rankB*(B,)=rank(B(80)iG’(0,))+rankG(8,), (3.2.4) 
showing that any loss in rank of the bordered information matrix can be 
attributed to a failure of (3.2.2) or (3.2.3). A failure of (3.2.3) means, in view 
of (3.2.1) that the restrictions g( 8) = 0 are locally dependent. That it can be 
useful to allow for locally dependent restrictions will become clear in the 
applications. 
We will discuss the consequences both of a failure of (3.2.2) and of a 
failure of (3.2.3), on the assumption that (3.2.1) continues to hold. If (3.2.1) is 
satisfied but (3.2.2) is not, then the full vector 8 lacks local identification in 
0,. We can then study the local identifiability of continuously differentiable 
vector functions c(e) with Jacobian C(e) = &(0)/M, on the assumption 
that 
(B( e)iGl( e)jC,( t9)) has locally constant rank in 0,. (3.2.5) 
On the assumptions (3.2.1) and (3.2.5), the vector function c(B) is locally 
identified in 0, if and only if [25, p. 531 
the columns of C’( 0,) 1 ie in the column space of (B( &)iG’( 6,)). 
(3.2.6) 
Similarly, if (3.2.1) is satisfied but (3.2.3) is not, then the Lagrangian 
multipliers X are (asymptotically almost surely) not uniquely determined by 
the first order conditions (3.1.2). We can then study linear5 functions DX, 
‘The study of nonlinear functions of h is hampered by the fact that, even when uniquely 
determined, h, does not necessarily have a probability limit. 
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which are uniquely determined (asymptotically almost surely) if and only if 
the columns of D’ lie in the column space of G( 0, ) . (3.2.7) 
Proceeding one step further, let c(0) b e a locally identifiable vector with 
Jacobian C( 0) satisfying (3.2.5) and (3.2.6), and let DX be a linear function of 
X such that (3.2.7) holds. 
To allow for under-identification, our assumptions must be relaxed to 
require the existence of only a restricted ML estimator A’B, where the 
columns of A span the column space of (3.2.6). Assumptions (i) to (iii) should 
also be relaxed, replacing Zr(B) by A’1,(8), B(B) by A’B(B)A, and H(B) by 
A’H(B)A. Finally, assumption (iv) is replaced by the weaker assumption 
(3.2.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Under these weaker assumptions, 
(3.2.8) 
where P and R are again given by (3.1.9) and (3.1.10). 
This shows that we can continue to use (3.1.8), provided that we restrict 
ourselves to locally identifiable functions of 8 and functions of G’(B,)X. 
Moreover, any generalized inverse of the bordered information matrix could 
be used to derive the correct asymptotic covariances. The Moore-Penrose 
inverse allows its use for the full vector ((I’, X), if we agree to use minimum- 
norm solutions to the first order conditions (3.1.2). 
3.3. Solving the First Order Conditions 
Aitchison and Silvey [l] also proposed an iterative scheme to solve the first 
order conditions, which for our case would read: 
(1) Choose starting values (e,, X,). 
(2) Compute (e,, x,),(e,x,), . . . from 
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This is clearly inspired by the well-known Newton-Raphson algorithm, where 
the Hessian NT(B) is replaced by its expectation - B,(O). For the case 
without restrictions, the scheme (3.3.1) is known as Fisher’s method of 
scoring. If condition (3.1.7) is not satisfied, any generalized inverse of the 
(approximation to the) bordered information matrix can be used in (3.3.1) 
provided that we restrict our attention to estimable functions. 
From Theorem 2.2 the iteration formula for 8, is 
e k+l = 0, + ww,(~,) 
- [I- PT(ek)BT(ek)lG+(ek)g(ek) (3.3.2) 
where Pr(O) is [(I - G+ G)B,(Z - G+G)] ’ evaluate? in 8. If needed, the 
vector of Lagrangian multipliers can be obtained after 0 has been found, from 
i= [G+(@]‘[Z-B,(@‘,(~)]Z,(@ (3.3.3) 
If the restrictions g(8) are linear, the last term in (3.3.2) vanishes for k > I 
[for all k if g(8,) = 01. Moore-Penrose inverses in (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) should 
not be replaced by other generalized inverses. 
In the applications we will see that some well-known iterative schemes 
actually coincide with the generalized method of scoring as given in (3.3.2). 
This should not be understood as an unconditional recommendation for the 
use of scoring methods. In applying such iterative schemes, it is important to 
check whether the likelihood really does increase at each step of the iteration. 
If it does not, a change of step size, direction, or both is in order. Applying a 
linear search along the favored direction in each step can be overdoing it: in 
most cases, the optimal step size is very close to unity. Changes of direction 
are a successful feature of the Marquardt method; see e.g. Bard [3] for a 
discussion and further references. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
It has been stressed by various authors [2, 17, 241 that, in the derivation of 
the ML estimators of the parameters of a multivariate normal, one should take 
into account the symmetry restriction on the covariance matrix. The approach 
followed by these authors is to define a lower dimensional parametrization of 
the density by eliminating the supradiagonal elements of the covariance 
matrix. This has led to elimination and duplication matrices that perform the 
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required transformations. Here we will follow a different approach, incorpo- 
rating the symmetry restriction explicitly in a restricted maximum likelihood 
formulation. Using the fact that a dependent set of restrictions is easily 
handled (Section 3) we need only the commutation matrix in the derivation. 
Similarly, a singularity restriction is not used to eliminate some equations 
[4, 81, but incorporated in the general setup. 
4.1. The NLSURSR model 
Consider a nonlinear seemingly unrelated regressions model with possibly 
singular covariance matrix and linear restrictions on the parameters. Specifi- 
cally, we have 
Y,=f;(Po)+% (4.1.1) 
where the u, are i.i.d. and N(0, Q2,) with 8, an (n, n) matrix of contempora- 
neous covariances. The kernel of L$, is known to be spanned by the rows of a 
matrix A of rank m (if Q2, is nonsingular, take A = 0). The parameter vector 
/?a is known to satisfy a set of linear restrictions Wp = w. Note that the 
(observed) yt are not i.i.d., in contrast to the (unobserved) random errors u,. 
Under appropriate conditions on the f; [13, 181, we can apply our results on 
restricted maximum likelihood estimation. For consistency of (4.1.1) we 
require that the fE be such that A(y, - f,(p)) = 0 for all p such that W/I = w. 
Then the loglikelihood reads (cf. [22, p. 5281) 
n - rn 
L=constant-iTlog ivl .i(g)-~~(y~-6tB))‘~+(y,-f;(B)), 
t 
(4.1.2) 
where fi = (I - A+A)(iQ + $‘)(Z - A+A), /?J = W+w - (I -1y’ W)p, and 
vi(O) indicates the singular values (nonzero eigenvalues) of Q. We use s2 
rather than Q for two reasons. First, for nonsymmetric Q (4.1.2) is still a 
proper likelihood function.’ Second, the projection matrices I - A+A ensure 
locally constant rank of 6, and hence differentiability of the likelihood, in a 
neighborhood of the true parameter values. Similarly, fi rather than fi ensures 
A(y, - A( fi)) = 0 for all /3. The restrictions on the parameters are Wfl = w, 
“We need a proper likelihood on an open neighborhood of the true parameter vector; 
otherwise the results of Section 3 are invalid. In particular the formula (4.1.9) below would be 
affected. 
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il = a2 and A!J = 0. The latter two are rewritten7 as (I - K)vec Q = 0 and 
(Z@A)vec iI = 0. For the full parameter vector 19’ = (fi’ (vet a)‘) the restric- 
tions then read 
(4.1.3) 
Thus the restriction matrix G for this model has constant rank, and using 
Theorem 2.1 we have 
I-G+G= 
i 
I-w+w 
0 i(z+ K [(z-A~A)o(Z-A+A)I . 1 
(4.1.4) 
Theorem 2.3 enables us to find the differentials of the loglikelihood. 
Writing e, = yt - fl(fi) and X, = afl/LJfi, we have 
and 
dL = - iTtrace a’- fi’TP’xe,e;fi+ (da) 
I t 1 + Ce$+X,(Z - W+ W)(dj?), 
f 
Ed2L= - iTtracefZ2,t(dQ)C&J(dSZ) 
- (db)‘(Z - W+ W) ~X$2,tX,(Z - W+ W)(d/3), 
I 
the latter being evaluated in L? = 8,. Hence 
B(4) = 
i 
(I-w+w)v(Z-w+w) 0 
0 52; @an; 1 
(4.1.5) 
(4.1.6) 
(4.1.7) 
where V = lim T _ ,IZ- rC,X$,‘X,. We find that & is locally identified if the 
kernel of V is contained in the row space of W. The matrix Q2, is always 
‘Indices on I and K are omitted if their dimensions are unambiguous. 
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locally identified, as the kernel of &?2,+ @&?l coincides with the row space of 
(I - K ImA’)‘. 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of the restricted ML estimator 
(fi’ (vet a)‘) emerges from (3.1.9) as 
p_ [(I-w+w)v(z-w+w)]+ 
i 0 (I + zz)&m”) . i 
(4.1.8) 
This conforms to the result obtained by Magnus [15, p. 501 for the linear 
unrestricted case. Note that (I + K)(tia@Q,) = +(I + K)(52,@CZ2,)(Z + K) is 
symmetric, as it should be. 
The Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the restrictions (4.1.3) are 
not uniquely determined, due to loss in row rank of G. Taking minimum-norm 
solutions, their asymptotic covariance matrix is block-diagonal, with diagonal 
blocks 
R,,=(w+)‘{V-V[(Z-W+W)V(z-w+wW)]+v}w+, 
R,,=O and R,,=O. (4.1.9) 
Indeed, the multipliers corresponding to the symmetry and nonsingularity 
restrictions are identically zero for all T. If V is nonsingular, R,, reduces to 
(WV-Iwo+. 
Applying the generalized method of scoring as developed in section 3.3, 
we obtain the recursions 
P kil =pk+ (z-w+w)Cx;n:X,(z-w+wW) +~x;sl;q, t 1 t 
CZ;2:r+1= Tp’~e,e~ evaluated in Pk. (4.1.10) 
For the linear case f;(p) = X,/3 the first equation reduces to 
P k+i= 
I 
(Z-w+w)~x;sZ~x,(z-w+w) +cx;a;y,, t 1 t 
(4.1.11) 
which for W = 0 and D nonsingular describes the common iterated GLS 
procedure. 
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4.2. The LES model 
An NLSURSR model usually arises in allocation models, where the dis- 
turbances are known to satisfy a linear (adding-up) restriction. 
As a concrete example, consider the well-known nonlinear allocation 
model known as the linear expenditure system (LES). The maximum likeli- 
hood estimation of the LES was studied e.g. by Parks [21], Deaton [8], and 
Ham [ 121. The systems reads, in obvious notation, 
i 
n 
Yit = YiPit + Pi m, - C YjPjt + uit, 
j=l i 
(4.2.1) 
where i = l,..., n indexes commodities and t = 1,. . . , T time. We have 
Ciyit = m,, Zipi = 1, and Ciuit = 0. Collect the yit, pi,, and qf in n-vectors 
yr, p,, and ut, and define the parameter vectors b = (pi . . . fi,)‘, c = 
(Vi ... y,)‘. Using the Hadamard product * [22, p. 301 and the summation 
vector s consisting of n ones, the system (4.2.1) can be written 
u, = (I - bs')(y, - c * p,). (4.2.2) 
The ut are assumed to be i.i.d. and N(O,52), with G a covariance matrix with 
kernel spanned by the vector s. The restrictions on the parameters thus read 
s’b = 1, 5? = Q’, and s’Q = 0. For the restricted maximum likelihood estimator 
(bl E’ (vet fi)‘) we find the asymptotic covariance matrix 
( H’ 0 (z+&lq ’ I (4.2.3) 
where H is the symmetric matrix of order 2n formed by the (n, n) blocks 
H,,= TFwTplz( mt-c’p,)[{8+(Z-bs’)}Op:], 
t 
H,= =~~T-‘Cptp:*{(Z--b’)9+(Z-bs’)}, (4.2.4) 
t 
where 0 denotes the Khatri-Rao product [22, p. 301. 
’ Deaton [8] incorporates a trend in the pi, which is omitted here for simplicity. 
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The recursion formulas (4.1.10) specialize to 
and 
D k+l=TplCwtia (4.2.6) 
where H, is the finite-sample version of H evaluated in b,, ck, ii,, and 
etk = (I - bks’)(yt - ck * p,). If, in (4.2.5) the off-diagonal blocks of H, are 
discarded, then we obtain GLS-type recursions for b and c, 
b k+l= 
(4.2.7) 
where I, = (I - sb;)D:(Z - b,s’). 
The original estimation procedure proposed by Stone [29] is an OLS-type 
recursion, viz. (4.2.7) with Q2, = 1. Parks [21] calls (4.2.7) the modified Stone 
procedure, and suggests use of the full9 matrix H, in (4.2.5). Deaton [8] 
developed a “ ridge-walking algorithm,” exploiting the fact that if c is fixed, 
the first order conditions are linear in b. This makes it possible to concentrate 
b out of the loglikelihood by solving a linear system and next apply the 
method of scoring to the concentrated loglikelihood. The resulting iterative 
scheme needs inversions of order n only. 
Note that concentrating out \k does not yield any savings in the order of 
inversions, because the off-diagonal blocks in (4.2.3) are zero and its parti- 
tioned inverse led to (4.2.6). Finally, Ham [12] suggests maximizing with 
numerical optimization routines (i.e. without analytically evaluated deriva- 
tives) the twice concentrated loglikelihood obtained after concentrating out * 
and b. If the dimensionality of the system is high, this might prove efficient in 
terms of computer time. However, in a study of Belsley [5] the advantage of 
analytically computed derivatives in numerical optimization was found to be 
considerable. 
‘In fact he gives a nonsingular matrix of order 2n - 1 that is more complicated as it is minus 
the Hessian rather than its expectation. 
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The nonlinear allocation model studied by Don [lo] is very similar to the 
LES. The numerical results reported there were obtained from an analogon of 
(4.2.5) and (4.2.6). Some computer time was saved by using the same Hl 
matrix in steps k, k + 1, and k + 2 for k = 6,9,12,. . . . 
The author gratefully acknowledges the comments of W. J. Keller, H. 
Neudecker, A. Ve-rbeek, T. J. Wansbeek, and the referees. 
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